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We define the entropy function S(p) = lim.-~zn -zln N(n ,p), where N(n ,p) is the number of different 
partial order relations definable over a set of n distinct objects, such that of the possible n ( n - I )/2 pairs 
of objects, a fraction p are comparable. Using rigorous upper and lower bounds for S(p), we show that 
there exist real numbers p1 and p2; .083 < p1 ~ 1/4 and 3/8 ~ p2 < 48/49; such that S(p) has a constant 
value (Jn2)/2 in the interval p1 ~ p s p2; but is strictly Jess than (ln2)/2 if p ~ .083 or if p ~ 48/49. We 
point out that the function S(p) may be considered to be the entropy function of an interacting "lattice gas" 
with long-range three-body interaction, in which case, the lattice gas undergoes a first order phase 
transition as a function of the "chemical activity" of the gas molecules, the value of the chemical activity 
at the phase transition being I. A variational calculation suggests that the system undergoes an infinite 
number of first order phase transitions at larger values of the chemical activity. We conjecture that our 
best lower bound to S(p) gives the exact value of S(p) for all p. 
In this paper we discuss the asymptotic enumeration 
of partial order relations defined over a set of n distinct 
objects when a finite fraction p of the n(n-1)/2 pairs 
are comparable. 
Let N(n) be the total number of partial order relations 
defined over n objects. It is easy to show that 
N(n)>-2"21 4• (1) 
Kleitman and Rothschild1 have shown that 
n2 
In N(n) """4 ln2 +An312 ln n, (2) 
for some finite constant A. Combining these two results 
we see that 
lim ;._ ln N(n) =tIn 2. (3) 
n-~ n 
We are here interested in a more detailed asymptotic 
enumeration of partial order relations. For this purpose, 
we define the function 
S(p)<l!! lim 2n-2 In N(n, p), (4) 
where N(n, p) is the number of partial order relations on 
n distinct objects such that pn(n-1)/2 of the n(n- 1)/2 pairs 
are comparable. [We call a pair (a, b) comparable if 
a> b or b > a. ] If pn (n-1)/2 is not integral, we round it 
off to the nearest integer. The difference is clearly 
unimportant for large n. Clearly we have 
S(O) =5(1) = 0, 
and from (2) 
(5) 
S(p)""~ln 2. (6) 
Our first results about S(p) are given in Theorem 1. 
Theorem 1: (i) S(p)/ p is a monotonic nonincreasing 
function of p, 
(ii) S(p)/(1-p) is a monotonic nondecreasing function 
of p, 
Proof: (i) From any partial order relation on n objects, 
we can generate a partial order relation on (n +~) ob-
jects by introducing~ new elements, incomparable to 
all of then elements and to each other. We thus have 
the trivial inequality 
N(n,p)""N0+~, (n:~~~:-;~-1)). (7) 
The theorem follows if we take the logarithms of both 
sides and the limit of nand~ going to infinity, 
(ii) The proof is similar to that of (i). Add of a chain 
of E new elements to the original set of n elements such 
that any of the new E elements is less than any of the 
original n elements. The density of comparable pairs 
in this new set of (n +E) elements is 
p'= __ 2___ (n(n-1lp+nE+dE-1))· (8) 
(n + e)(n + E- 1) 2 2 
The result follows from the inequality 
N(n +E, p')?- N(n,p), (9) 
by taking the logarithms of both sides and going to the 
limit of large n and E, • 
We note that Theorem 1 implies that S(p) is a continu-
ous function of p, It is quite likely that the results of 
this theorem can be made stronger. In particular, we 
would like to prove that S(p) is a convex function of p. 
At the present time, however, the convexity of S(p) is 
an unproved conjecture. We now derive a lower bound 
for S(p). 
Theorem 2: Let ft. p be any positive real numbers 
satisfying the following conditions: 
(i) fi ?- o, 
(ii)O""P~l, 
(iii) 6 !; = 1' 
(iv) t [t/ + 2 /;/1• 1 (1- fJ)l = 1- p. i 
Then 
S(p) ?- 2[; /;f1•1)[- p ln p- (1- .b) In (1- P)l, 
' 
Proof: We consider a set of n distinct elements where 
n is very large, This may be divided into disjoint sub-
sets so that the ith subset contains nf; elements, (For 
simplicity, we assume that nf1 are all integers. This 
is clearly inessential as we let n tend to infinity in the 
end.) W:! now construct a partial order relation amongst 
these objects as follows; 
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1. Any element in the ith subset is greater than any 
element in the jth subset if j > i + 1. 
2. Elements belonging to the same subset are noncom-
parable. 
3. In no case is an element in the ( i + 1 )th subset greater 
than an element in the ith subset. 
Any relation which satisfies these conditions is a par-
tial order relation. To complete the construction, we 
have to specify the relation between the n2 (L,JJ;+1 ) 
=N1 (say) pairs of the type (a, b), where a and b belong 
to the ith and (i +1 )th subsets repectively for some i. 
We arbitrarily set a> b for pN1 of these pairs and a in-
comparable to b for the rest. The resulting relation has 
a fraction p of all the pairs comparable. 
Total no. of such relations= N1CpN1 < N(n, p). 
Taking the logarithms and going to the limit of large n, 
we get Theorem 2. 
Corollary 2. 1: If i < p < ~, then S(p) = ~ ln 2, • 
Proof: Choose 
1 ( 3 p \ 1/2 1 1 ( 3 p) 1 I 2 ft=4+ 16-2)' f2=;;.,fs=4-16-2 ,P=~. 
Then Theorem 2 gives us S(p) ~ ~ ln 2. 
Combined with Eq, (6), this proves the corollary. • 
Corollary 2. 2: If p"' ±; then S(p) ~ H- 2pln(2 p)- (1 
- 2p) ln (1- 2p)], 
Proof: Put f 1 =h = ~. P = 2p in Theorem 2. • 
3 4 
Corollary 2. 3: If p-, B, then S(p) ~ 5 (1- p) ln 2. 
Proof; This follows from Theorem 1 by putting S(f) 
= t ln 2, • 
We can determine better lower bounds for S(p) than 
given by Corollary 2. 3 by using Theorem 2 and varia-
tional calculus to choose f; so that the largest lower 
bound is attained. Using Lagrange's multipliers, it is 
easy to show that the optional choice of {t" P} = U;*, p*} 
satisfies the conditions 
*tl!:!i.l-P*) - 1)- * - * i = JI, if _t; > 0, 
ft \ ln p* ft-1 fi+1 * 
"':vi, if f 1 =0. 
(10) 
p* and ,u are chosen so that the corresponding solution {Ji'r satisfies conditions (i)-(iv) of Theorem 2. This 
determines p* uniquely for a given p, If however 
ln(1- p*) 277 --==-=-~--"--- - 1 = 2 cos -- r = 4 5 6 • • • · 
ln p* r ' ' ' ' 
(11) 
* then the corresponding solution {t; }, and hence p, is not 
unique for a given value of p*, The graph of P*, as a 
function of p, shows intervals of p for which the value 
of p* is a constant. It is easy to verify that in each of 
these intervals S*(p), our best lower bound to S(p), is a 
linear function of p, 
It is quite plausible that the optimal lower bound given 
by Theorem 2 gives us the exact value of S(p), The only 
partial order relations not counted in Theorem 2 are 
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those containing at least one incomparable (a, b) such 
that a and b belong to the ith and jth subsets respectively 
with j > i + 1, for some i ,j. This however implies that 
no element of the (i + 1)th subset is simultaneously com-
parable to both a and b; and the probability of such an 
event tends to zero exponentially for large n. We con-
jecture that the best lower bound to S(p) given by Theo-
rem 2, coincides with the exact value of S(p) for all p. 
We now obtain upper bounds for S(p), which are 
stronger than (6) in some interval of p, 
If p is very small, it is easy to see that 
S(p) <pln2- plnp- (1- p) ln(1- p), (12) 
To prove this, we just observe that there are 
n<n-1 ' 12Cn<n-1 )p/ 2 ways of choosing pn(n -1)/2 comparable 
pairs out of n(n-1)/2, and there are at most two possi-
bilities of ordering for each comparable pair. Taking 
the logarithms and limit of large n gives us (12). In 
particular, we note that (12) implies that 
S(p) < 1ln 2 if p <. 083, (13) 
While (12) gives a fairly good upper bound if p is very 
small, it is quite worthless if p is close to 1 and (1- p) 
is small. In this case a better upper bound is given by 
the following theorem: 
Theorem 3: S(p) c 4ln 2 (1-p)112. 
PYoo(: We note that the maximum number of mutually 
noncomparable objects in a partial order relation on n 
objects with pn(n-1)/2 comparable pairs is less than 
n(l- p) 112 + 1 = 111 (say). Hence, by Dilworth's theorem, 2 
we can choose m chains such that their union contains 
all the n elements. 
Let the lengths of these chains be Zt. Z2, l 3 ••••• , lm 
in decreasing order of magnitude. Consider now any two 
chains ith and .ith. Let Nii be the number of different 
ways we may assign a partial order relation on the 
set formed by the union of these chains consistent with 
their chain structure. Ther. we have 
(14) 
This may be seen as follows: Let the elements of the 
ith chain be a 1 ~. a 2 > a3 • • > a 1., and the elements of the 
jth chain be b1 > 1>2 '· • • b11• then a partial order relation 
over the combined set of (l; + l 1 ) elements is uniquely 
specified by a list of (l; + 2l) elements. aCI., IJ(J and b; 
(0' = 1 to li' J3 = 1 to l) of the type 
a1a2bja 3b2 a4a5b,;b;'. • ·• 
In this list b6 occurs after all the elements of the 
ith chain which are greater than b~, and before all the 
elements of the ith chain which are not. Similarly b~ 
occurs after all elements of the ith chain which are not 
less than b~, and before all elements that are. Clearly 
if fJ 1 ·. p2 , then b~1 occurs after I1(J 2 in the list, and b~2 
occurs after b~2 • We further assume that if in this list, 
there is an uninterrupted string of b 's, then all /1~ 's 
occur after l16's in that string. 
The number of ways we may insert a chain of b;/s in 
the chain of a's is (Z 1 +Z1)1/(l 11l 11). Similarly for b~'s. 
Hence the total number of such lists is equal to 
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(15) 
Not all these lists correspond to partial order relations. 
In particular, b8 must precede b8 in the list for all {J, 
for the list to correspond to a partial order relation. 
This proves (14). 
Now, the number of ways m disjoint chains may be 
chosen out of n elements is "•"' - 1pn• Hence the total num-
ber of partial order relations having at most m noncom-
parable elements is 
""n+m-1 p max [ n (Z, + l t) I] 2 (16) 
" o,J 1, 1.1 l 1 I l 1 l 
l<J 
where the maximum value of the term inside the square 
brackets is to be taken over all m partitions of n (i. e. , 
Z: i.1 l1 = n). The maximum is attained if alll1 are equal 
to n/m. We drop here the constraint of l1 being integers. 
Taking the logarithm of the resulting inequality and re-
taining only the terms of order n2 , we get 
n2 n2 2 S(p)""2 (1-p) 112 4ln2+0(n2). (17) 
Taking the limit n - ~, we obtain 
S(p)"" (1- p)1 12 4 ln 2. • (18) 
Corollary 3.1: If p>48/49, then, S(p)<(ln 2)/2. 
PYooj: From Theorem 3, 5(48/49)"" (2/49) ln [14!/(7 
! )2 ] < t ln 2. • 
Theorem 3 is not the best possible. Of all the possible 
decomposition of a partial order relation into chains; 
we may choose the one which gives the largest value of 
Z: t=l 112• (Some of the l;' s may be zero.) Then each of 
the elements of the ith chain is incomparable to at least 
one element in each of the preceding chains j < i. This 
give the inequality 
Ill 
~ (i-1) 1;""(1-p)n(n-1)/2. (19) 
ial 
This constraint, in addition to sharper bounds on N; 1, 
may be used to obtain an improved upper bound to S(p). 
These bounds are, however, still far above the true 
value of S(p). In any case, Theorem 3 is quite sufficient 
to prove that S(p) is nonanalytic. 
Putting together the results of this paper, we see that 
S(p) is a continuous function of p in the allowed range of 
variation of p, 0 ""p"" 1. It, however, is a nonanalytic 
function of p, and there exist numbers p1 and p2 such 
that 
S(P)=iln2 forp 1 ""P""P2 • 
We have shown that S(p) is strictly less than t ln 2, if 
p"" • 083 or if P ~ 48/49. Hence we get from Corollary 
2. 1 
(20) 
and 
% ""P2 < 48/49. (21) 
We may interpret S(p) to be the entropy per particle of 
an interacting "lattice gas." Here the "lattice sites" are 
the n(n- 1)/2 pairs of elements. The three possible 
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states (a > b, a < b or a I/. b) of a pair (a, b) under a 
reflexive antisymmetric binary relation correspond 
to three possible "states" of a lattice site in the inter-
acting gas language. A "configuration" of the 'gas' 
corresponds to a reflexive, antisymmetric binary 
relation on n elements, and is specified by specifying 
the "state" of eqch "lattice site." We call the (al/.b) 
state the "unoccupied" state of the lattice site (a, b). 
a> b and a< b correspond to two different possible 
states of the gas molecule at the "occupied site" (a, b). 
The transititivity property of the partial order rela-
tions corresponds to a 3-body interaction between lat-
tice sites, The interaction is hard-core type, in the 
sense that it excludes certain configurations from the 
statistical sum, or alternatively puts their weight equal 
to zero, This condition may be relaxed and the proper-
ties of soft core systems may be of interest. 
The flat portion of the S(p) curve corresponds to a 
first order phase transition in the interacting lattice 
gas. The corresponding value of the chemical potential 
of the lattice gas is zero i.J. =- oS/op • This corre-
sponds to the chemical activity of the gas being L We 
may speak of the states with p < p1 and p > p2 constitut-
ing the 'disordered phase ' and the 'ordered phase' 
respectively, In the language of partial order relations, 
the ordered phase is characterized by a larger value of 
'average maximal chain length, " 
The greatest lower bound approximation to S(p), as 
given by Theorem 2, shows that S(p), as a function of p, 
contains an infinite number of linear segments. In the 
language of phase transitions, the system exhibits an 
infinite number of first order phase transitions, The 
different phases corresponds to different values of "ave~ 
rage maximal chain length, " which serves the role of 
the order parameter in this system. The order para-
meter jumps by one unit across a phase transition. 
The relationship of these phase transitions to phase 
transitions in realistic physical systems, if any, is not 
very clear. The transitions are governed by the strong, 
long range nature of the 3-body interaction here, not 
usually encountered in physical systems, While the 
asymptotic enumeration of partial order relations is of 
sufficient interest intrinsically, the study of the mecha-
nism of these transitions may be of some interest in 
statistical physics, In particular, the distribution of 
zeros of the grand partition function 3 • 4 of this system 
may be of some interest. 
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